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My first semester in the program, I took the pre-requisite course and we read Bird by Bird

Reflection

by Anne Lamott. Lamott’s experience as a writer and her first drafts never being perfect has
taught me that all writing needs work. As a writer without an undergrad background in English

My time in the Master of Arts in Professional Writing program has been rewarding and

and writing, this helped me put into perspective how great writing is not born on the first page as

illuminating, but it has also been inspiring. I wanted to take the time to discuss my inspirations

some kind of romantic notion where no work is put into an idea. I have always believed in doing

for my Capstone and what brought me to this decision for my art as a writer.

the work, so it makes sense that editing and re-writes are essential for a compelling and

My original inspiration was emulating the “travel like a local” mantra of the British
blogger living in Paris known as MessyNessy Chic, who flourishes her social network feed with
Paris fashion and interesting characters on the streets where she records from her balcony and

successful piece. The idea can be great, but one always needs to do the work to make it the best it
can be.
I also took a Creative Non-Fiction (CNF) course that helped me to understand it is a

then articles of hidden city gemstones that a tourist would never know to visit. I have been

writing genre that is exactly as in sounds and is an umbrella for multiple writing styles. This also

dreaming of a solo holiday adventure to Europe starting in the Paris, what is to be my first visit,

helped me realize that this is my style of writing and what I want to pursue long-term with

once I graduate with my master’s degree. Of course, the pandemic had other plans for travel, but

personal articles, experiences, adventures, and even making creative kids’ book ideas into reality.

that does not stop me from pursuing my education of learning and growing daily. However, she

I was most struck by Ross Gay’s volume of lyric essays, The Book of Delights, where he

also greatly inspired my solo travel adventures around the country in the same manner of

writes about little joys for 365 days straight even when going through tumultuous seasons. As

searching for places that are not on normal tourist maps. But to make it more of my own, I

someone who has suffered from depression and anxiety for most of my life, I put much effort

wanted to have the Pin-up culture element, so I was writing to a specific group with a unique

into being grateful for the little things in life since they can sometimes matter so much. Gay’s

voice on the subject. The charming little Pin-up travel expert that shows the readers the culture

style and attitude of writing made me want to focus on the realistic good and wanted to include

of a new city. I had written the Las Vegas article initially and had it published in a magazine

this in my travel writing as my own focus of being positive and bubbly to an audience that wants

before a convention, and it spurned the articles of previous adventures that I had already gone on

to be positive and bubbly since life is harsh.

but wanted to share what I had found for a crowd who had appreciation for the same art and

I also had some amazing experience in CNF as well as other courses including Advanced
Poetry and a Folklore course where I was able to be vulnerable in craft workshops which helped

space.
From there, I dove into the courses from the program that inspired me the most to help
me write a series of articles worthy of publishing and sharing with others.
6

me learn and grow. Workshopping is essential for writers so they can share their work and be
inspired by like minds with craft as well as project themes
7

The other course that inspired me on a logistic level is the document design course I took
where we learned about electronic design layout for book publication whether for electronic or

A Pin-up’s Guide to Traveling Like a Local Series: Foreword

physical copy print. We had several projects that required designing books as part of the task,
and I have since utilized this skill for other courses and ran with it. It helped me grow more as a
designer. One of the projects was to write and design a children’s book which I turned into an
electronic version on a Wix site in another course. I love how with writing, you can start with
one idea and it produced multiple projects that you become passionate about and run with. This
is how my article series was created with a delicious overlap of little ideas throughout the
program that brought me to this point as a professional writer.
I have been inspired by multiple instructors and their written experiences of travel,
personal seasons of turmoil that they shared, and moments of joy. Several advisors and
committee members that have encouraged my writing dreams along the way. There are times in a
writer’s life when they do not have enough words to present for their gratefulness. This is one of
those moments. But I will carry their guidance and encouragement in my writing repertoire
throughout the rest of my professional writing career. Thank you for making a difference in my
life by taking the time to help me find the confidence in my writing and chiseling out my voice.

This capstone project is a series of travel, food, and fun tips entitled, “A Pin-up’s Guide
to Traveling like a Local in ___.” This brings together two of my greatest passions, unique
experiences and the Pin-up subculture, and combining them into one project series through the
greatest journey of all: learning self-love.
My twenties were full of loneliness and uncertainties. While some of those feelings were
not fully eradicated, when I turned 30, I was on a mission of self-preservation and not using all
of my energy to please others when I needed to love myself the most. Psychology and childhood
happenstances aside, I just never truly knew how to adore my mind or body. I desperately
wanted to travel and to grow for myself but did not know where to start. The Pin-up world
brought something of acceptance and self-worth while caring for oneself and encouraging others
while not focusing on size zero Caucasian front cover supermodels.
“Pin-up” is indeed a subculture group in the artistic realm that celebrates diversity, the
history of extraordinary women and men, multitudes of talents, and inner and outer beauty.
Pin-up was made popular during WW2 by actresses and singers such as Betty Grable and
Marlene Dietrich who would support the troops in live shows and the USO. The name was aptly
coined when GIs would actually pin pictures up on their walls or lockers of sweethearts or
famous faces that were distinctly posed to show off their best assets and as if they were smiling
just for them. It was an entertainment alternative of Hollywood movies especially for the GIs for
support and motivation. Grable’s gams were so famous from her snap shots that they were
insured. The starlets’ images were often used on propaganda for war efforts such as Rita
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support and motivation. Grable’s gams were so famous from her snap shots that they were

new in brilliant condition and never worn… sometimes with the original tags. There is a social

insured. The starlets’ images were often used on propaganda for war efforts such as Rita

media hashtag of #VintageStyleModernValues that explains the modern Pin-up; it is the aesthetic

Hayworth declaring she took the bumpers off her Lincoln ad to donate toward a much-needed

that is so sought after from the 1920s-1960s. Aesthetics include apparel, hairstyles, accessories,

scrap metal drive.

architecture, art, film, typography, and design. It is the tiny detail that a seamstress would add to

Pin-ups value encouragement and wanting to be their own best self. Pin-up is sex appeal,

draping sleeves of an intricately beaded dress and its attached label with a font that is as

and a lot of it. Pin-up is not about comparison as much as it is the celebration of diversity with

gorgeous as the actual piece. And it the art deco detail to an old skyscraper such as the Empire

finding inner beauty and talent.

State building. This engineering and effort in detail was somehow lost in time since it is not a

My grandfather always said, “Pretty is as pretty does.” I believe a lot of Pin-up parallels with this

modern ideology

because kindness is what makes anyone glow unconditionally. Self- care is a major part of the
culture, but self-care is directly connected to mental health. This can be girly things such as
having your nails done, but more importantly, it is feeding your brain with learning and giving

Celebration of talents, inner beauty, self- care, and certain aesthetics are the values of
Pin-ups.
At age 30, I was immersed in the idea of Pin-up and made a decision that I wanted to care

yourself a mental break when you have been working hard. It is about building yourself (and

for my mind and myself especially since the women in my family live long. I was sick of waiting

others) up on your strengths instead of beating yourself up. It is valuing therapy so you can have

for people to travel with me, so I started going on solo adventures. I did not want to go around

the tools to love and respect yourself.

like a tourist with a map under my nose and go to cliché places such as a popular donut shop in

I have had a great adoration of film history and vintage aesthetic since I was a child, but

Portland that everyone “must” go to. I wanted to go see a hidden apple blossom garden and walk

the contemporary Pin-up world did not evolve until I was an adult. Now you can easily go online

every single bridge in a waterfront city such as Nashville. I wanted to see these new to me places

and find a dress similar to that of one Myrna Loy would have worn on the big screen in the

with eyes of a local as if I lived there so I could fully experience the heart of the place with true

1930s, whether is true vintage or vintage reproduction. Vintage reproduction is a retro-inspired

wonder. This was part of my self-growth since I had to find that confidence all along.

piece that was made recently with modern technology and textiles. Most Pin-up boutiques will

I learned to start truly loving my mind and capabilities through my gumption,

sell vintage reproduction apparel. One would usually go to antiques stores for thrifting to find

experiences, writing more, and eventually having the confidence in myself to continue my

true vintage.

education with graduate school.

True vintage is incredibly envied and difficult to find in modern sizes, good condition,
and fairly priced. Deadstock vintage is rare and coveted since although true vintage, it is brand
10

The other part of my self-love in the Pin-up world came with themed Pin-up photoshoots
such as Aviatrix, Vaudeville, Vargas Pin-up which are all part of that historical aesthetic. These
11

experiences helped me learn how to love every inch of my body. Comparison is difficult to

are strong because they have to be, and women in general were always second-class property and

ignore at times, but one can only compare themselves to who they were yesterday. I wanted to

treated like garbage. That is the reality of reminiscing.

focus more on my voice and experiences such as travel and preservation via self-care.
This travel article series is a specific voice for the audience of the Pin-up world. It is
tailored to the experience, acceptance, and growth than just a regular travel write-up.
My grad school chapter was a journey of self-confidence and self-growth. I wanted my

So, what exactly is a contemporary or modern Pin-up? Is it one of the many subgenres
such as the classic Cheesecake model, the Psychobilly with their gothic flair, the historical Pinup that actually lives and breathes a formidable1950s life surrounded by antique appliances and
zero technology? Or is it on the crisp pages of the newest digital issue of The Vintage Woman

capstone project to cover these ideas; how it has made me a stronger and kinder Annedra who is

Magazine that champions modern ideals of diversity, inclusivity, and talent with staff writers

ready for the next chapter as a Professional Writer with a Graduate degree. My courses in the

consisting of BIPOC, AAPI, and individuals with disabilities so voices can be heard as clear as a

MAPW program have helped me with learning to workshop by being willing and confident in

bombshell bell? It could also be defined as the sweet smell of fresh Victory Rolls hair-sprayed

sharing my work with classmates for valuable feedback. Honestly workshopping was terrifying

(or hosed down) with Kenra products so the hairdo will smell like a cupcake yet is not allowed

since sharing one’s personal work is so vulnerable, but written work is supposed to be shared. It

budge? Or the aroma of fresh gardenias worn behind the ear in honor of Lady Day, Billie

is similar to how exercising regularly does not make it easier, but it makes you stronger.

Holiday? And the scent of rich dark chocolate chip cookies baking in the retro AGA brand oven

Growing with my writing and sharing makes me stronger.

of a woman donned in a rich blue Indie American designer power suit who wants to be the

I think back about when I started the program in January of 2019 and am amazed at the

supreme goddess of domesticity while simultaneously breaking glass walls with her Charlotte

progress, accomplishments, friendships, advisement, and instructors’ time that all have helped

Olympia Stilettos on her way up the corporate ladder? Or the sound of a canary Pin-up scatting

me sharpen my writing pencil to find its fullest story potential. Everyone has a story, and this

Fitzgerald-style while performing on stage? Is it the Ronettes or the Highwomen? Or the sound

voice of Pin-up adventure and discovery is the latest chapter I am writing. I have often been

of the Can-Do Rosie the Riveter attitude of rolling up our sleeves and uplifting our sisters?

undeniably guilty of romanticizing the past, the “beautiful yester-year” of glamourous eras and

Honestly, the Modern Pin-up movement is all of this and more. Modern Pin-up is a revolution of

other personal stories like my grandparents. As a kid, I certainly would have gone back in time to

finding inner beauty that makes you shine even brighter outside and making it your own. It is a

live in the 1940s if I could have without considering consequences. But then life and adulthood

celebration of not pitting ourselves against each other. Modern Pin-up is thus beauty in all

happen, and one realizes that war and hardships are not glamourous: it was just a simpler time of

creation.

less technology. There were not cellphone footages landing on media sites to show the harsh
realities of social injustice that has always been there. America was never great. Black women
12

As a professional writer and a prolific Pin-up, I want to find the tangible beauty of things
like encouraging all souls and finding appreciation in aesthetics from gone eras when the
13

aesthetic was the one cheerful aspect that society had in times of devastation and great world
wars. And that is art. Art is diverse talent from diverse populations; whether it is architecture, a

A Pin-up’s Guide to Traveling Like a Local in Las Vegas

black and white portrait, or a jewel-encrusted evening gown that makes all of the lights dance
Annedra Utley

from the limitless reflections bouncing back from each facet. You put your heart and soul in
something you create, and that art is the reflective dancing light of a multifaceted being. So, this
is my story of finding truth, adventure, beauty, and the need for throwing around sincere
encouragement like confetti. This is my journey as a Pin-up patron of arts and travel while

Make memories and try unique things–there’s much more to Vegas than the big sign and
playing the roulette tables on the crowded strip. The annual Viva Las Vegas (VLV) convention is
in April. If you are new to Viva Las Vegas, it is an annual Pin-up convention similar to Comic

finding my authentic heart and soul.

Con or Dragon Con with concerts and vendors selling their vintage reproduction. I have put
together a short list of tips to get you ready followed by a few ideas for around town that any
Pin-up dame will find dreamy.
Know the schedule when you plan your trip by downloading it when you buy tickets.
This will help you plan your days around events and the car show.
Plan your VLV experience around the car show. Aside from not wanting to miss getting
close up photos with that killer 1958 Plymouth Fury featuring fabulous tail fins, the best vendors
will be showcased on that Saturday.
Once you know the schedule, you should also decide which ticket you want to purchase,
whether you want the basic car show and day entrance or if you want to go all out and spend
your time attending the concerts and burlesque shows. I personally just went for the regular
admittance since I also had plans to see more of my beloved Vegas during my holiday as noted
above. Please note that the basic admittance will not allow you to attend said concerts as well as
some restaurants at the Orleans hotel. I adore the charms of Vegas and also had a dear friend
stationed at a nearby base so I purchased the basic entrance pass so I could also spend time
14
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exploring Red Rock Canyon and National Atomic Testing Museum among other Pin-up

haute hair. They actually have a full menu of services that also include waxing, tanning, facials,

attractions.

and nails. Who needs an excuse to get all dolled up?! Especially if it is just to go to the market, it

Networking is essential. Aside from scouring vintage treasures, this was what I most
looked forward to; meeting people I avidly follow on social media that seem friendly and

is a gal’s prerogative along with her necessary sass. But do take time to relax in yoga pants, too.
Holidays are good for relaxation but it’s always nice to get an exercise class in so you

humble. Meeting Pin-up Pete from Pin-up Worship and the editors of Pin-up Kulture was one of

don’t completely derail and make it difficult to return to your everyday schedule. Try a new to

the highlights to my VLV experience.

you exercise or catch a local yoga class. There’s a Pure Barre studio in downtown Summerlin

Networking leads to the beginning of Casablanca-esque beautiful friendships. Even for
those who never grew out of that 13-year-old socially awkward stage such as myself. Ha.
Unless you plan on attending VLV during your entire stay, I suggest you stay at another

that I plan on hitting up. Pure Barre is a heavily addictive ballet meets Pilates technique that
shows results! They also recently opened a Soul Cycle Vegas location if electrifying stationary
biking is your thing! Or take an outdoorsy day trip to Red Rock Canyon; seriously those desert

hotel to experience more of Vegas. I have stayed at the Palms, The D, and most recently, the

mountains are the ultimate Pin-up with the majestic rusty red views. You do you! Part of being

Park MGM. The latter was my most favorite accommodation with all the restaurants it had to

a Pin-up is finding that self-love even when you have that extra junk in the trunk like me and

offer. Primrose is dreamy and perfect café for mimosas and brunch.

know it’s a-okay. Being #happyhealthyhot is a lifelong goal.

In the end, if you are hesitant to attend VLV…just go! Make it your own.
Traveling like a local around town. There are several historical museums that will win

Seriously. Hang out OFF THE Strip. The Arts District has fantastic coffee shops, stylish
boutiques like the beloved Tatyana, kitschy antique markets, and just all of the best artists with

any weirdo Pin-up’s heart; learn about Bugsy and Frankie’s Vegas at the Mob Museum, see

their wares. I’m more Artsy than an artist, but truly feel at home here. Get past Freemont Street

Jayne Mansfield’s velvety heart-shaped couch at the Burlesque hall of fame, or vintage neon

grit and find some tasty restaurants on Freemont East while brushing elbows with locals. Try the

(STARDUST!) at the Neon Sign Museum that has more charm than any of the modern neon on

Griffin Bar for an old-world European feel. If you too could live off pizza daily, try Evel’s Pizza

the strip.

by the slice. That BBQ pizza is bomb! For more glitz, make reservations at Barrymore LV your

Whether or not you’ve got a photo shoot scheduled, it’s nice to get a chance to primp and
get some self-care time. Washing my hair is the bane of my existence, so the ultimate luxury is to
have someone else wash and style my locks while on holiday. Swoon! Check out Atomic Salon
in the Arts District for a fab blowout. Jen is the owner and is like my BFF when I visit. It’s

red-carpet affair of the season. They serve the best octopus I’ve EVER had in my life: zero
rubberiness and 100% glam.
Do not let anything hold you back even if it is just not having someone to go with
because honestly, I mostly did this on my own as the adventurous traveler that I am. Cheers to

basically a must when I’m in Vegas. Bombshell Salon is another local downtown haunt for
16
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new happenstances of your own. Just remember when packing to make room for some extra sass
in your carry-on;)

Las Vegas

Whether this is the first or 15th holiday to Vegas, you should have the time of your life!
If you learn anything from this, I hope it is a reminder to love yourself and have fun no matter
what you do.

Grand Canyon

Primrose Cafe

VLV with Pinup Kulture editors

Neon Sign Museum

18

on the tracks to run for the winter season. That is really the most magical time to visit with all of

A Pin-up’s Guide to Traveling Like a Local in New York City
Annedra Utley

The best reason for any adventurous Pin-up to visit NYC currently is to see the new
TWA museum at John F Kennedy (JFK) airport. The TWA museum is a showcase of in-flight
crew uniforms and a 1960’s style hotel that is part of the museum and boasts the heyday of
commercial flight. The hotel is fully operating as well as an observation deck for flights
departing the JFK runway. What could be dreamier than to dive into the candy apple red and
snow whites of the TWA logo, dolls? Here are some travel tips for spending 48 hours in the
boroughs of NYC like a local after visiting the TWA museum in your best MAD MEN attire.
Both JFK and LaGuardia (LGA) airports are located in the borough of Queens. The best
way to get around the entire city is either the subways or taxi/rideshare. First off, I know you
packed some comfy shoes for walking aside from your T-Strap heels, but you should also
download a helpful subway app to help navigate. Even though I have been to the city several
times, I always find this one tool at the tip of my red fingernails to be most essential. I find the Q
train to cover most tracks from upper Manhattan down to Coney Island. The J train can take you
from Queens to Brooklyn. Start at the New York Transit Museum on Schermerhorn Street to get
a gander of the actual vintage subway cars from the 20th century with original store advertising
on the panels. I recommend visiting during the holidays. The city often puts actual artifact cars

21

the twinkling street lights, but NYC still has its charm year-round.
Brooklyn is one of the best destinations for a choice selection of vintage boutiques. Try
Marche Rue Dix on Bedford Avenue in Crown Heights, BK where you can not only shop, but
get your nails done (try my signature OPI’s Big Apple Red- because when a Pin-up) and then eat
at the Franco-Senegalese café next door. I also like Fox & Fawn on Manhattan Avenue where
you can trade and sell vintage as well. Back on Bedford Avenue lives the Brooklyn Fox Lingerie
boutique that carries many contemporary retro designer brands including Dita von Teese.
After some shopping, head towards the District Under the Manhattan Bridge Observation
(DUMBO) area. This is the waterfront location between the Manhattan and Brooklyn bridges
that offers some of the most scrumptious skyscraper scenery of the Manhattan skyline on the
other side of the Bay. From there you must actually walk the Brooklyn Bridge to get to
Manhattan and take some time to read about the fascinating history of its neo-gothic style
construction and opening in 1883 under the name, the East River Bridge. I suggest paying your
respects to the New World Trade Center and the walk to the Lower East Side Tenement
Museum. This exhibit showcases the original unchanged apartments where immigrants lived
with large families in tiny spaces in the Lower East Side around the turn of the century where
they dreamed of making it to North Manhattan. Both are humbling experiences when you see
how confined and restrictive their lives were.
Head up to Canal Street for an authentic Little Italy dinner at ‘Caffe Sorrento Ristorante
Napolitano.’ They have the most perfect antipasto plate I have ever had in my life with the
prosciutto cut into delicate little ribbons of glory. Saluti! To round out the Caesar to your

22

Cleopatra head over to the West Village or Casa la femme, an Egyptian oasis cuisine for dessert

Arthur Godfrey suites to choose. Stop at the Roaring 20’s style Stayton Room in hotel for a

and cocktails of Kunefa pastry and a Nana Khiyar gin drink.

signature cocktail such as a Trans-Continental Sour.

Every Pin-up likes a good laugh. Take a car to The Stand Comedy Club on E 16th Street

Continue the theme by booking with Nowaday for a 1920’s vintage car tour experience,

for a late comedy show staring huge NYC comics such as Mark Normand, Dan Soder, or Joe

speakeasy mixology class offering, and then a Sunday ride around Manhattan in a Chrysler

List. The location recently moved and was renovated to create a larger space for late night

Model 70. Now that’s the bee’s knees. If you are fortunate enough to locate the current Shanghai

laughs.

Mermaid location, a secret 1920’s traveling soiree, slip in for some Prohibition aesthetic and
End the evening in the city back in Battery Park at the Cuban-esque Earnest Hemingway

bar on Pier A Harbor House called BlackTail for a rum cocktail out of a fancy tropical glass. Do
take a car back to the TWA Hotel.

entertainment. Their next event is in April for a 1920’s Paris exhibition in a top-secret Manhattan
spot. Let me know if you figure out where!
For dinner, try the Ophelia, a rooftop bar on the Beekman Tower rooftop. Built in 1928

For your second day excursion of the Big Apple, take the Q subway to up to 5th

and a favorite spot for Frank Sinatra himself, this is a 360-degree greenhouse terrace with a

Avenue/Madison Avenue in Manhattan. If you are an Audrey Hepburn fan, you can literally

magnifique Manhattan skyline view. Grab the Ophelia’s ascension mezcal cocktails and get

have Breakfast at Tiffany’s! The Blue Box Café is a jewel of a tearoom perfect for brunch that is

some small plates such as deviled eggs with double-smoked bacon and beef fillet skewers.

surrounded by the multi-faceted splendor of the famous robin’s egg blue hue. Little Black Dress,

There is always something to find in the city that never sleeps. New York style pizza by

clip-on earbobs, and wayfarers are mandatory. Also on Madison Avenue is the upper Manhattan

the slice is always better at night. My only regret is not getting you into the historic Waldorf

Agent Provocateur with a satisfying collection of back seamed stocking amongst more delights.

Astoria since it is still closed for renovation and still at the top of my list.

Back on the Q, take the subway back to Brooklyn all the way down to the Coney Island
coast. Get your playlist ready with the likes of Taylor Swift and the Velvet Underground. During

Enjoy your stay in the Big Apple from the 1920’s through the 1960s style, but with your own
modern Pin-up magnanimousness.

the warmer months, the rides are open so take on the Wonder-Wheel Ferris wheel and take a
meander on the boardwalk. Feeling puckish? Make sure you get a Nathan’s Coney dog to
complete the afternoon of fun frivolities and to round out the fancy breakfast nosh.
I suggest for your last night in the city, you should finger wave your hair and rouge your
knees, dolls. Book the decadently deco Lady Ella (Fitzgerald) suite at the Lexington Hotel on
Lexington Avenue back in Manhattan. They also have the Norma Jene, the Hemingway, and the
23
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New York City

Natural History
Musuem shenanigans

Walking the Brooklyn Bridge

Lower East Side Adventures

Photo montage of Coney Island,
Statue of Liberty, & the Barrymore

from downtown is an older area built in the early 1900s on a foundation of bungalows and

A Pin-up’s Guide to Traveling Like a Local in Nashville
Annedra Utley

Thinking about boogying on down to Nashville for Nashville Boogie? I have always said
if I could live anywhere in the south, it would be Nashville. Some kind of tangible, gravitational
pull has me connected to a place of sweet pancake batter and homemade creative knowhow. A
city on a river is always charming, especially since I am from Atlanta.
Some call it “Nashvegas,” “Nastyville,” or home of the east coast Pin-up’s ‘Nashville
Boogie,’ but it is a thriving metropolis for artists as well as big named celebs in the prominent
areas of Green Hills and Brentwood. What was once the country music capital of the world is
now a mecca for singer-songwriters and general artists wanting a place to create their wares.
Nashville is the place of Delta Dawn dreams. For me especially, smoke gets in your eye. Or is it
rhinestone?
Nashville Boogie is the east coast’s version of Viva Las Vegas for Pin-ups with an extra
touch of southern sass. Here are some tips for traveling like a local around Nashville after
attending Boogie.
If I was to live anywhere in Nashville, it would be East Nashville, the mecca for artists
and hipsters alike. My grandmother was a charming, bowlegged beauty from East Nashville….
the East Nashville before East Nashville was cool. This little region of the city about two miles
from downtown is an older area built in the early 1900s on a foundation of bungalows and
27

religion and is a must see for any visitor or future Nashvillian alike since it is arguably the urban
heartland art for art’s sake. With its population dying out in the early 2000s, the area was in
literal decay. Enter millennial Hipsters who gutted the area and rebuilt on the ashes with
revamped housing that include quirky duplexes and dreamy updated craftsmen. Shelby Park is
walking distance fun for dog frolicking, delicious views, and playing tennis. But before leaving
historical Shelby Park, you must stop by RosePepper for tacos and tequila. Even on their
website, RosePepper rightfully boasts of being voted “Nashville’s Best Margarita” since they
“skip the sour mix and use only the best ingredients.” This is no exaggeration. The key to a good
marg is always lime. Make it a meal with scrumptious grilled fish tacos and black beans.
Before heading downtown, stroll into Nashville Darlin’ for a darling selection of kitschy
gifts and name brand undergarments. Also try High Class Hillbilly on Gallatin Pike for some
classy vintage clothing. HCH is owned by singer-songwriter and Pin-up in her own right, Nikki
Lane.
You can visit the Honky-tonks downtown and the Grand Ole Opry for tourist purposes,
but where is the fun in that? I once went to a dance club here my first year of college with a
group of friends in a day outfit. The mortal humiliation of being underdressed still haunts me to
this day to the point where I get anxiety from just thinking about any innocuous sundresses. I
have since mindfully and purposefully overdressed. An evening gown to parade down the aisles
of the grocery store? Sign me up. As Tennessee Queen, Dolly Parton, once said, “It costs a lot of
money to look this cheap.” Downtown is full of local charm once you get past the bright lights of
wanting to visit a bar where Taylor Swift was discovered.
Next stop: Downtown Deco, of course Dahling!
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There are still delightful skyscrapers and hotels with original hexagon deco tile out front
that will melt your little vintage-loving heart. Bless your heart if you have not seen them!
I have always said that the best restaurants can be located in hotels, not to mention

Country music which it once was, but it is now home to all singers and songwriters to place a bid
on their own music talents.
Speaking of walks, one of my all-time musts when visiting making my way through a

gorgeous rooftop views. The Fairlane hotel is one of many old haunts where more hipsters came

riverfront city is to walk across the bridge. There is nothing more exhilarating and spirit lifting.

in and rebirthed while paying attention to preserving little details and even adding tiny kitschy

The John Seigenthaler Pedestrian Bridge is right on the Riverfront and will take you directly to

mementos like branded matchbooks of yore. The Fairlane, sister hotel to the Clermont in Atlanta,

the Nissan Stadium. A marvelous walking view close to the Arts District, the bridge is a winner.

has the backbones of a deco hotel combined with the mid-century ambience of travel and leisure.

The Riverfront has several good brunch perfect eateries and is an outdoor concert destination.

Ellington’s is the restaurant on the fourth floor with to die for fonts on all the marketing, a

The one ‘on the grid’ downtown eatery I would recommend is the Pancake Pantry that

powder room with photos of Steve McQueen, and a gin cocktail aptly named after our favorite

promptly starts serving a smorgasbord of pancake variety from scratch at 6 AM. The line can be

1960s fictional Copy Chief, (The) Peggy Olson, whom all us Pin-up writers aspire to be.

out the door, but the sweet potato pancakes are worth the wait.

The Noelle hotel just down Union Street is a time capsule even with a tiny museum of

The Gulch is an upscale neighborhood worth driving through with some quaint coffee

artifacts from its heyday when it was brand new and called the Noel. The lobby is grandeur and

joints. Killebrew has delightful hand quiches and lattes for on-the-go. Other notable local coffee

dripping with selfie potential with the deco balcony railing and even an Albert Einstein tapestry.

shops include Barista Parlor Golden Sound on Magazine Street and Three Brothers Coffee.

The rooftop bar here has one of the most riveting views of the city including the Batman

Three Brothers is culinary excellence with true coffee mixologists offering such signature drinks

(AT&T) building. “Holy Hank Williams on Music Row, Robin!”

as the Doc Holliday, a “Blackberry and sage infused syrup” that is added to your coffee drip of

The Union Station hotel on Broadway is possibly the most iconic historical place
downtown. What was once the main Nashville thoroughfare and epicenter when train travel was

cold brew.
Outside of downtown, the most opulent spot with magnanimous views are the indoor

most prominent, the gothic 1900 building with Richardson-Romanesque design is now a ritzy

conservatories of the Gaylord Opryland Hotel. Some of my greatest memories from childhood

hotel after it went through a 15-million-dollar renovation around 2000. If you must walk Music

were spent here on Easter weekends. It is Clue’s Mr. Green in the Conservatory with an indoor

Row, then this should be your destination where the unused train tracks meet for a Boxcar

riverboat in the rainforest level, but Mr. Boddy is alive and well while playing one of the grand

cocktail to quench your thirst. My soul sister, Emily, and I once did this walk in the heat of the

pianos in the grander lobby. During the holidays, they stuff poinsettias into every square inch of

summer and a refreshing drink is a must. Music Row and the city itself is often stigmatized as

dry land in each conservatory just to make it more magical. It is well worth trekking through this
massive open hotel by foot but could take an entire day.
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Whether you are visiting for Nashville Boogie or dreaming to perform on the Grand Ole’
Opry stage, there is a place for you. Even if it is a sweet-smelling cup of nostalgia that pulls you
there like a gold string. Nashville is a waterfront city diamond of realness in rhinestone form

Nashville

with its mindfulness for preservation and proliferation. It is a song uniquely tailored for you, and
ya’ll, and everyone in between. Country music not mandatory, Dahling.

The Peggy Olson cocktail at
Ellington's

Noelle Hotel

Walking the bridge downtown
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favorite actor. Now most patrons probably would not know who is displayed in the darkened

A Pin-up’s Guide to Traveling Like a Local in Portland, Oregon
Annedra Utley

Every so often, you should do something that scares you... outright terrifies you out of
your wits…adventure-wise. Like education and growth, adventures can be rewarding
accomplishments that can never be taken away from you. This is what started my series,
Traveling Like a local in Pin-up Style. This was a life changing happenstance that made me
want to be more; more Annedra with gumption and spirit for life. More Anxiety-in-a-Dress me in
depth of character and kindness from being immersed into new surroundings or cultures. Now
nothing happens overnight, but solo adventuring has level-upped my experiences and reminded
me (not defined me) of my self-worth. Portland, Oregon was one of the very first solo escapades
where I did not know a soul for thousands of miles, but I embraced it and ran…with the locals.
My trip was centered around a photograph development class but had a long list of other items
on the To-See list. Here are my travel tips for 48 hours in PDX while visiting for a course in
photography processing.
For starters, for the love of William Powell and all that is Holy…wood, do not center
your Portland trip around Voodoo Doughnuts. I am a cake doughnut authority and respect
Voodoo for casting a spell to make delicious doughnuts for the mass of tourists, but you can get
them anywhere. Instead start off with…William Powell. Jackknife bar on 11th Ave was at the top
of my list so I trekked over just to see the large portrait hanging on the wall of my all-time
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eating area since there is no name plate, but he is quite striking towering on the wall as if he
owned the joint. Get you a Hey BB cocktail in a 1930s coup glass and cheers to the one and only
THE THIN MAN. Myrna Loy attire is optional but recommended. While you are on a roll, stop
by Powell’s flagship bookstore in the heart of the city. Not the same Powell, but it is a good
theme to get you going! Powell’s City of Books is a local Portland chain of books and fun
giftables for every ‘nerdable.’ The bookstore is several stories, so it is like an unending magical
kingdom of fiction and fantasy. After getting lost in the book maze, get your coffee fix at Proud
Mary Café on NE Alberta Street for a craft coffee in an industrial-chic space. It is about a 12minute drive from the bookstore.
Before traveling, I tend to compare Airbnb with chic hipster hotels for value as well as
ambience. There is a small hipster chain called the Ace Hotels located in certain cities such as
LA, Manhattan, Kyoto, and our beloved Portland. The owners purchase inactive early 19th
century hotel buildings usually of deco architecture and completely gut them for a resulting oldworld brand-new look. It is definitely worth staying at one of these since they add so much
character to little details down to the soap and branded matchbooks. The Portland location on
SW Harvey Milk Street has the gorgeous hexagon tile out front that still reads “The Clyde,” the
original hotel. It is aptly moose themed, and most rooms have the original and most enviable
clawfoot bathtubs. I am very guilty of spending a more than an average amount of time
swimming in the tub with pizza and wine at the end of the day. Self-care at its finest and silliest.
The other magnificent part of this chain is most locations have a vintage black and white
photobooth on the premises. Just like the clawfoot bathtubs and pizza. How nerdy can one
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person be? There is an intimate basement watering hole called Pepe Le Moko for your oyster fix

I definitely plan on taking another photo development class and as a Pin-up authority, I know

and Stumptown Coffee roasters for more coffee options.

you would love it too.

Across the street is a hip apparel shop called Wild Fang that is worth stopping by for

I have always said that the best restaurants can be inside upscale hotels. By pure kismet, I

kitschy tees and retro hotel key tags printed with PDX on the front. Since I could survive on

found the Hotel DeLuxe. It is a glamourous portal to old Hollywood with its ‘deluxe’ amount of

pizza alone, there is a pizza parlor walking distance from the Ace called Sizzle Pie. The place

crystal candelabra, screenings of classic films, and revolving electronic projection of old film

serves pizza by the slice and has a rock n’ roll vibe slightly similar to Evil (Knievel) Pie in

star portraits on the decadent walls. They even have a lavish Marlene Dietrich suite since

Vegas. You will not be surprised that I went for the Ace of Spades pepperoni because themes.

Dietrich supposedly often stayed at the hotel when it was originally the Hotel Mallory.

Hello.

Have a delightful brunch in style and sip mimosas at Gracie’s. But come back later for
The main reason I decided to go to Portland was to take an old school photo developing

legendary golden era cocktails and enviable Mid-century modern font on the drink coasters at the

class. Sure, you can find one of those in other big cities, but I was fortunate enough to be

Driftwood Room lounge that has been serving since 1954. Try the Elizabeth Taylor champagne

presented with an opportunity to join the elite Portland Darkroom for a full course and highly

cocktail with crème de Violette that is as amethyst as her sparkling eyes were.

recommend if you have the time. I have been holding onto some 1940s Brownie negatives that

Another satisfying event when traveling to a waterfront city is to take the bridge by foot

were my grandparents from their early years of marriage during the war. It was a most gratifying

since they views can be most breathtaking. My native Atlanta does not have that option so I take

experience to be able to develop these with my own two hands- albeit on an elementary level of

advantage when I can. Traveling by foot is always my first option pending there is a slim chance

expertise. But to see photos of them that I’d never seen before in his Army Air Corps Corporal

that I would be run over by a truck and become a pavement pancake. I walked the Hawthorne

uniform and her always effervescently stylish skirt suits with ruffle necklines and two-tone heels

Bridge to the west side and down to a local retro lingerie boutique called The Foundation: From

popular at the time, was poignant and perfect. The immaculately coiffed Corporal who wanted to

Billie to Bettie, that had a marvelous selection of nylon back seamed stockings.

be a Navigator, and his once in twenty lifetimes sweetheart, the bowlegged dishwater blonde

I also recommend making the trek to the International Rose Test Garden for a lovely not

who broke numerous Nashville hearts. They were full of such youth and joy that it made me miss

so secret garden of a variety of rosebushes and outdoor memorials. An unknown poet left a

them more…such a romantic sap. In the end, I kept thinking, “I made that!” Pride swells at the

whimsical thought on the Shakespeare’s Garden sun dial on location that read:

most unlikely moments of our lives for even the tiniest or silliest of endeavors, and we should

“Do not choke the roses- Let them breathe. Do not drown your dreams- Give them

celebrate these private little moments no matter the size of achievement. They make us who we

wings.”

are and what we are to become.

Get a rideshare back if you also walk since that was quite the jaunt.
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Portland is a weirdly fun city that makes you want to “put a bird on” everything you see,
as the Portlandia saying goes. Whether you are hungry for DIY culture expeditions that PDX is

Portland

known for or pizza in a clawfoot bathtub, Portland has got you. We all have our own dreams to
cultivate; traveling can just help you find your own bird wings so you will not drown.

William Powell at JackKnife
The Clyde Hotel (now
Ace Hotel) tile
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Photo montage of Ace hotel
photo booth
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Hotel De Luxe

such as a Midwest town and New York Street. If you are a modern television fan, you can sit on

A Pin-up’s Guide to Traveling Like a Local in Los Angeles
Annedra Utley

The famous saying goes, “Welcome to Hollywood! What’s your dream?” Anyone who
has seen the film Pretty Woman and can belt out the lyrics to the Roy Orbison tune of the same
name would recognize this. Southern California has become a mecca for all artists whether
singer or actor, script writer of the next biggest screwball comedy, or the next Irving Thalbergwunderkinds type producer. If you can look past the exorbitant cost of living, earthquakes, and
increasing fires, you will find a lushly diverse geography of cityscape that takes you to
completely different adventures no matter which direction you head. In a couple of hours, you
could be in the desert for mid-century Palm Springs or Dinosaur World. You could head north to
the mountains or wine country. Or even closer, head west to the Pacific Ocean with a
smorgasbord of beaches to choose from whether Big Sur or Playa Del Rey. My greatest passion
is filmmaking history, so I come for the exclusive behind the scenes studio lot tours but stay for
my solo ventures of seeking out the ‘lost’ staircases.
If you are also a film aficionado, I recommend going to the movie lots for tours to learn
about trade secrets and what happened on the set of Casablanca. Warner Brothers has the best
tour on a historical level. Jack Warner was so ruthless that every little detail had to be meticulous
including the direction the Warner water tower faced so it would make Walt Disney jealous.
Here you will see the ‘neighborhoods’ which are the façade urban housings and brownstones
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the big orange sofa from the FRIENDS café and also find some notable locations from Gilmore
Girls. Each soundstage has a plaque listing all of the films and shows that have been filmed
there on location from the James Dean hit, Rebel Without A Cause, to the ongoing Ellen Show.
They also have some cars on display including the Batmobile from Batman Returns. The
original falcon prop from the Humphrey Bogart hit, the Maltese Falcon, is perched
distinguishingly in the prop room on display and has the feel of rummaging through your
grandparents’ attic.
Paramount Studios’ current location is closer to downtown and has the best selection of
artifacts from props to wardrobe on display. There was a Western-themed diner less than a mile
from the studio, and during the Studio Era of the 1950s when Westerns were big, actors would
frequent the joint daily in cowboy costume to be picked for work as an extra. The diner is still
open but has been modernized.
Edith Head, leading lady of costume design during the golden era of Hollywood, has
several sketches as well as final products to be taken a gander at in admiration of her seamstress
work. The entire studio wardrobe is actually underground in temperature-regulated storage
spanning the length of several football fields and with impeccable cataloguing. Unfortunately,
this area is not for public viewing for preservation purposes. Head was known for her elaborate
creations worn on the likes of Grace Kelly and Audrey Hepburn, some of which you can see
while touring. But she actually preferred designing for the leading men and was known for her
special touches such as making Fred Astaire’s socks and shoes the same exact shades as his
dancing suites.
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You would also be able to take a photo at one of the benches from Forrest Gump. If you

able to be innovative in the film industry at the time, ancient Hollywood was run by the male

are ready for your closeup by Mr. DeMille, take a theatrically posed photograph at the

directors and then big studio owners. Pickford was one of the first women to be a producer,

triumphant famous Paramount studio entrance as if you were Gloria Swanson in Sunset

actress, director of several major Hollywood films aside from being co-founder of UA. The Best

Boulevard. I took one of the best portraits of my life in such fashion, only to have completely

Girl bistro is good for oysters and their Silent Film Star gin cocktail.

lost it when my phone died several months later without having yet shared it. Regrets. But also
excuses to return.

For some off the grid adventures, I like finding the not-so-secret Hidden Staircases of
LA. These are just outdoor concrete staircases that have been in movie scenes. By foot, I tracked

There are still some deco buildings and places around town that are trying to be

down the staircase used in the 1930s Laurel and Hardy slapstick short, The Piano, where the

preserved. Clifton’s Republic is a cafeteria on Broadway that was reopened after being closed for

infamous duo spent the entire 20-minute episode trying to deliver a piano up these stairs. But

decades. They have several tropical themed bars within the restaurant. The Cicada Club down

true to their innocuously troublesome style, it kept rolling down to the bottom. Another fine mess

the street screams art deco with its original gilded wallpapers and gold industrial design outside.

for those two. This specific staircase is located at 3229 Sunset Boulevard.

They often have live music including the likes of Phil Crosby Jr, grandson of crooner Bing, and a

I am also a fan of finding famous graves of old Hollywood stars just to say I did. The

thematic menu to match. Go for the Mary Pickford rum cocktail. The Roosevelt Hotel in

Hollywood Forever cemetery is a location where many film stars were just dying to get in. You

Hollywood is still in existence and people have said they have seen Marilyn Monroe’s ghost

can find Judy Garland, Cecil B. DeMille, and Douglas Fairbanks Sr and Jr. Jayne Mansfield has

there. Be sure to wear your best palm leaf dress to visit the ritzy Beverly Hills Hotel and have a

a memorial grave on location but was actually buried in her hometown of Fairview, PA. In the

McCarthy Salad at the Polo Club.

warmer months, Hollywood Forever shows old and new movies outdoors in a picnicking on the

I have stayed at Airbnb’s in downtown LA but more enjoyed staying at the Ace Hotel
indie chain. The building was completed in 1927 and was once the Texaco building. It is
connected to the flagship United Artists Theatre with its grandeur Spanish Gothic architecture.

green environment and highly encourage patrons to dress up in accordance with the film they are
airing.
I have also been to Forest Lawn in Glendale where Jimmy Stewart is buried. Stewart had

The United Artists group was originally started by the first power team of Hollywood: Mary

a decades long successful film career, but he was most proud of serving the US Army Air Corps/

Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks Sr, DW Griffith, and Charlie Chaplin. The very first film to be

Air Force. Stewart was Brigadier General at Dobbins Air Force Base (now Reserve) in Marietta,

screened at the theatre in 1927 was Pickford’s starring vehicle, Best Girl. The Ace has a

GA during the 1950s. Elizabeth Taylor has a large memorial statue in the mausoleum. Jene

charming bistro on the first floor aptly named after the film and in honor of the first lady of

Harlow, Carole Lombard, and Clark Gable are also in the mausoleum but they among many

Hollywood. Pickford was a champion of Women’s Rights in her era. While more women were

others have hallways that are roped off only for families to visit.
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Santa Monica is the go-to spot for brunch and sunshine. Take the Blue train to the end of
the line and it takes you right to the illustrious pier. The Georgian Hotel restaurant, The Veranda,
has a gorgeous beachfront view from the dining area top with vintage-glam ambiance where you

Los Angeles

can sip mimosas with your cream cheese stuffed French toast.
From there you can take a 30-minute jaunt down to Venice Beach to see the local wares
and iconic canals. That was one of my most favorite items on my on-going extensive to-do list.
If you make it down to Long Beach, tour the permanently docked Queen Mary cruise
liner and dine on board. I enjoyed a Thanksgiving turkey dinner here one year. If you’re into
ghost hunting, they have turned the cabins into a hotel so you can stay up all night searching for
spirits that are trapped on the ship.
Make sure you check out some of the best selections of vintage big estate sales and pieces
from studio lot auctions that end up at local stores like Papermoon Vintage and Playclothes
Vintage in Burbank. Burbank is also the hotspot for vintage inspired boutiques including Vixen

Performers at the
Cicada Club

by Micheline Pitt (an Atlanta native) and What Katie Did retro shapewear.

Georgian Hotel- Santa Monica

Whether you are an artist or just passing through town, there is much to offer in LA LA
LAND off of Hollywood Boulevard. It is okay to get caught up in the technicolor dreamland for
something new and memorable. You just have to decide what your dream is.

United Artist Theatre
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Matching with the
Beverly Hills Hotel

Dragon Con is hosted in Midtown at the Hyatt, Marriot, Sheraton, and Westin, which are

A Pin-up’s Guide to Traveling Like a Local in Atlanta
Annedra Utley

Traveling to Atlanta for Dragon Con? I have got you, babes. Normally I write as an
adventurous Pin-up traveler, but as a native of Atlanta, let us dive in with me being the actual
local. The Peach State is sadly not a thriving metropolis for Pin-up culture, but we blend in well
with our local artsy group, and there is plenty of culture to find around town especially since it
has become little Hollywood.
Dragon Con is the east coast’s answer to San Diego’s Comic Con, and a close sister to
our beloved Viva Las Vegas and Nashville Boogie Pin-up Conventions. It is full of comic books,
fantasy, and cosplay. So basically, a broader version of VLV where we strut our stuff in our
finest sequined vintage.
I have lived in the Atlanta suburbs for most of my life since I was six months old and
have enjoyed seeing the artsy districts thrive during my adulthood. Atlanta is known as ITP
(Inside the Perimeter) and the local suburbs are OTP (Outside the Perimeter) Both offer places
worth visiting and eating. The perimeter is marked by I-285 circling the capital city like a
bustling heart with other highways sprouting out like veins. Before getting here, make sure you
rent a cute car to get around since the public transit is not as reliable and MARTA trains do not
go OTP. Car lashes for the headlights like mine are optional.
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all walking distance from one another when you are walking around all day as a Disney Princess
zombie. Also note that even though it is September, Atlanta is still as humid as Hades so make
sure you plan your looks accordingly ahead of time… your Victory Rolls will no doubt be
affected.
Outside of DragonCon, check out Hotel Clermont on Ponce de Leon. This charming
place is one of those early 20th century hotels with good deco backbones that went through a
recent major revamp and is a hot spot with the perfect balance of 1900s Parisian parlor and
midcentury modern design that has a perfect photo spot on every floor. Dine at Tiny Lou’s on the
lower floor for French cuisine and pastries. My go to is the Sea Bass. They also offer gruyere
macaroni and cheese that is to die for and pairs well with a French 75. If you do not visit this one
location, then my Peach State Pin-up heart would be secondhand shattered. From there, you can
walk over to the BeltLine for a meander around the perimeter. Ponce City Market is in the old
Sears building down the street that features a large cafeteria area with different eateries and
fancy local wares. The Midtown Art Theatre is next to Trader Joe’s for a fun indie film viewing.
Get your Alfre Shaheen South Pacific Siren dreams on and wear your best sarong dress to the
Tiki Tango Hideaway Oasis on 13th Ste NE or the S.O.S. Tiki Bar in Decatur for a Polynesian
cocktail. These are the only acceptable places to order an umbrella drink without a standup
comic giving you a hard time, darling. Speaking of comedians, check out the Laughing Skull
Lounge for some hilarious local comics teasing the crowd or big-name visiting New York standups like Mark Normand (named the new Jerry Seinfeld by Seinfeld, himself) and Sam Morrill
who pack a lot of dark humor in their suitcases.
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From there, you could drive down to Little Five Points, arguably the artsiest
neighborhood in town, for vintage shopping and record stores. West Midtown catching up with
its own drumbeat; Howell Mill Road is a happening place for a good daytime. Check out Row

Warner Robins AFB that has a U-2 on display, and make me jealous since it is still on my list.
Aces!
As a pizza connoisseur, I frequent M & H Pizza on South Atlanta Road in Vinings. They

House for an unparalleled gym experience with rowing classes that are a full body workout.

are one of the few places that offers kalamata olives as a topping plus the Brussel sprout

West Egg is a yummy diner to get your mandatory mimosa fix, it has a literary Gatsby feel.

appetizer with a bacon marinade that will turn you into a greens lover.

Down the street is the Optimist, which is the best spot in town for a smorgasbord of oysters to

M & H is worth the stop. Truist Park is the new home of the Atlanta Braves, and houses

choose. Urban Grind on Marietta Street NW is Black Woman owned and makes a delightful

several fantastic eateries plus some good park walking on a sunny day. Cru Wine has a lovely

cuppa chai tea latte. For a fancy dinner with caviar and escargot, try Marcel for its ornate

little wine bar that offers flights. Superica has a 70’s Tex-Mex feel and a magnifique margarita

chandeliers that would be perfect to match your shimmery wiggle dress and 1920’s style feather

menu. For a bit of a southern sweet fare, head out to Gabriel’s in Marietta. A distant cousin of

headband. End your West Midtown wandering at the Little Trouble bar. Perfect for the Pin-up

infamous Paula Deen, Gabriel’s luncheonette and bakery has a strawberry cake with delectable

meets artsy kid amalgam in us all, this bar has a neon industrial vibe aka Blade Runner with

cream cheese frosting that is worth the drive. It is also located down the road from the Marietta

Asian street food. Try the Stray Tiger cocktail with Japanese whiskey. The only downside is

Square that boasts simple southern charm with the Strand Theatre, a little bit of antiquing, and

Harrison Ford does not hang out here. Le sigh.

even a little British shop full of UK kitchen staples including teas and HP sauce.

Moving toward OTP, if you are an aviation Pin-up like me, hit up the 57th Fighter Group

For a little bit of self-care, head over to Supreme Body Studio for luxury facials and body

tavern in Brookhaven. Located at the Dekalb airport, this is a quaint restaurant set in the actual

treatments. Nadia, the owner, is also a nurse and knows her skincare. I recently had a micro

1940s era 75th airborne headquarters and known for their Beer Cheese soup. Enjoy the dance

needling treatment from her and plan to go back soon for a chemical peel.

floor and salmon while having a front row view of the landing strip.
On the west suburb side in Marietta, there is a small outdoor aviation museum outside of

Obviously, every Pin-up has to have some bawdy lashes that do the talking for her; head
over to see Mia at Bundles by BC in Austell for the finest lash extensions. Unlike lash strips, lash

Dobbins ARB and Lockheed that has several military airplanes on display including a C-130A

extensions are glued onto individual lashes and last for several weeks. Mia’s specialty is the

that you can tour. Delta also has a separate museum of their commercial airplanes and you can

hybrid lash set that is a mixture of volume and classic lashes, but she makes people second guess

walk on the wing of the 1st Boeing 747-400. Don’t forget your retro stewardess outfit and make

if they are their real lashes! She’s been maintaining my luminous lash lewk for several years, and

a photoshoot out of it! To make it a true Georgia aviation tour, run down to Macon for the

I get more compliments the day before a re-lash. I am not saying I do not need makeup, but my
normal face regime outside of impeccable skincare is just a matte red lip thanks to her lashes.
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The Rap music and Delta capital has its little charms inside and out of the perimeter.
With Atlanta being the location of the busiest airport in the world, it keeps the city on our toes

Atlanta

with new people and newer venues daily. The diversity alone is outstanding with its arts and
dedication to civil rights while rebuilding something new and all-inclusive. Just make sure you
go beyond the convention territory to see the heart of the metropolis and have a full gas tank in
your car rental… with or without the car lashes. This Georgia peach Pin-up wishes you only the
best during your stay and beyond. XO.

The Strand in the
Marietta Square

Tiny Lou's Restauarnt

Marietta Flight Museum
Hotel Clermont
branding
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• Perform data and information Research projects for Senior Director.
• Run daily reports from QuadPoint for patron and Items Purchased Counts from all
University establishments.
• Maintain Facilities and Maintenance work order spreadsheet.
• P-Card purchase and monthly requisitions.
• Travel Coordination and expense reimbursement.
• Work with Retail Director to run health food store.

FINANCIAL AID SERVICES, INC. • 2016-2018
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT AND TRAVEL COORDINATOR
• Assistant to the vice president of client relations and the director of Administration and
Human Resources.
• Manage marketing projects, plan logistics for marketing conferences, and maintain
marketing materials for three staff members.
• Create newsletters, Requests for Proposals, Case Studies, and bi-annual mailers using
InDesign software and distributing emails via Constant Contact. Maintain website using
Joomla.
• Receive and maintain hiring paperwork for independent contractors and assist Director
with hiring tasks. Upkeep employee database for over 30 employees.
• Payroll data entry for over 45 employees and consultants.
• Enter work expense reports for over 15 consultants and employees.
• Run weekly data reports and maintain database for consultants, potential clients, and
website queries.
• Coordinate travel weekly for 10 consultants.
FAULKNER UNIVERSITY • 2011 – 2015
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Master of Science in Counseling & Behavioral Sciences Departments
• Assistant to the department chair.
•Maintain calendar, organize meetings, proofread memos and correspondences,
coordinate student needs and direct inquiries and concerns.
• Plan counseling events and ceremonies for 75+ attendants, including faculty, staff,
and students. This includes decorating, advertising, and efficient planning of budgeting
and timing for events.
• Arrange on-campus clinical conferences for 50+ attendees. Accommodate needs of
presenters including making schedules, planning meals, coordinating rooms,
communications, technical and furniture set ups.
• Assist with budget, including the reconciliation of business credit cards and purchasing
supplies for office and special events while staying within budget guidelines.
• Manage paperwork, arrange schedules, organize meetings, and provide administrative
support for 5 full time faculty, 15 adjuncts, and 160+ graduate students.
• Manage transcripts, tax paperwork, payroll information and other aspects of hiring
process for 15 adjunct instructors.

SKILLS AND CERTIFICATIONS

•Professional Writer
• Registered public notary. CPR and ServSafe certifications
• Professional certification in Microsoft Office Professional (Specialized in
PowerPoint, Advanced Excel, and Access).
• Impeccable organization and multitasking skills.
• Graphic design and website management using WordPress.
• Creating and distributing marketing materials, including overseeing
informational brochure design and write-ups for website and
announcements.
Social Media Marketing.
• Experience with several movie productions as director's assistant, prop
manager, and script supervisor. This includes full-length feature film,
The Lovely Patient.
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Annedra Utley is a native Atlanta suburb-based writer &
published pinup model.
She is currently working on her MA in Professional Writing focusing on
Creative Non-Fiction and Poetry at Kennesaw State University. Set to
graduate May 2021.
Utley is a local authority on Atlanta restaurants, film projects, & new
adventures.
Her greatest passions are traveling like a local, glorious food, impeccable
skincare, all things aviation, & meaningful connections. She is also a
crusader for destigmatizing mental illness along with her personal journey
with anxiety & depression.
She has been in love with film history since she was a young child & has
clung to the Old-Hollywood pinup aesthetic since her teenage years.
However, she is a firm believer in equal rights for all humans and fluffy
animals.
Utley is infinitely inspired by singers/songwriters such as Billie Holiday, Etta
James, the Ronettes, Taylor Swift, Lana del Rey, Neko Case, Dolly Parton,
Amanda Shires, & Nikki Lane.
She is most grateful for her family, eyelash extensions, &
New York style pizza.
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